!
Exploring The Spectrum
!
! WoOLGOOLGA 18th-19th October 2014
!
!
!
!
Day 1:!
!
Introduction:!
!
We went into a bit of theory first and to some exercises to support a concept - the concept of
understanding the colour process from warm to cool. This weekend we’ll learn about:!

!
•
•
•

Why we use it?!
How to use it?!
How to use it to make a painting more interesting?!

!
We’ll investigate how pervasive this theory is.!
!

We talked a little bit about how limiting your palette to pure and strong colours and mastering
mixing them makes it easier to interpret the world around you through your palette.!

!

We also talked about how important it is to set up your palette so that it supports your paintings.
Your palette is your workspace - an area for doing all your “working out”, your painting is the “glory”
area.!

!
These colours loosely represent the colour spectrum:!
!

Cadmium Yellow Light, Cadmium Yellow Medium, Napthol Red Light, Permanent Alizarine,
Dioxazine Purple, French Ultramarine Blue, Pthalo Blue.!

!

Forest Green and Burnt Umber are very versatile colours - you can warm them up or cool them
down very easily. For example you can add Dioxazine Purple to get a warmer green or brown, or
French Ultramarine Blue to get a cooler green or brown.!

!

As discussed, the concept of warm to cool is very pervasive, for example the whole scene is
affected by the warm to cool concept depending on where the light source is, but also each
element within the scene is affected by this concept.!

!

For example a row of 3 trees - 1 close to the light source, 2 in the middle and 3 furthest away. The
shadow areas on the trees trunks would be 1 perhaps Burnt Umber plus Dioxazine Purpble, 2
would be Burnt Umber plus French Ultramarine Blue, and 3 would be Burnt Umber plus Pthalo
Blue.!

!
We’ll understand what colours we need, and where.!
!

Mark demonstrated with his paint pots lined up, the colour spectrum during the day, for example
white through to yellow (late afternoon), red (7-8pm), purple (very late), warm blue (early night),
cool blue (night).!

!

We talked about how objects in daylight and night have a transition from warm to cool. At sunrise
and sunset this transition is very obvious. It’s a great time of the day to investigate, study and
experiment and master, because once this transition is understood, it’s easier to transfer
(extrapolate!) this knowledge to your paintings at other times of the day.!

!

You can then add possibly an unexpected colour to your shadows and even though it may not look
like it should work, it can give your paintings KAZAM!!

!
The concept of Default Settings was introduced (recipe card):!
!
Default Settings: Concept of a “starting point”
!
Tropical Water:
Cadmium Yellow Light
Pthalo Blue
Titanium White

!

Warm Summer Skies:
Ultramarine Blue
Titanium White
Pthalo Blue (add a little as you get higher in the sky)

!

Clouds (build up from shadow areas):
Ultramarine Blue
Burnt Umber
White

!

Shadow Under Waves:
Burnt Umber +
Pthalo Blue (into deeper water)
(thin wash)

!

Sand:
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Dioxazine Purple
Titanium White

set of colours.

(for drier sand add more Titanium White)
A set of go-to colours to get you started.!

!
!
!

TIP: DISH OUT LOTS OF PAINT!!! !

Give yourself room to work on your palette. We’ll be keeping the palette fairly organised over the
next two days.!

!
Exercise:!
!

Prepared two canvases the same way, with a 50/50 mix of
Pthalo Blue and Permanent Alizarine. These were painted
quickly and using a cross hatch fashion.!

!
Night City-Scape:!
!

We did some flicking with little dots (splat most of your paint
off the brush first so you just get tiny dots) across the
canvas using a few different colours, in a band across the
middle. First yellow (mixed with white), then pink (red +
White), then purple (Purple + White) and finally White. Mix
the colour with enough water so that it comes off your brush
easily.!

!

We then added a band of colour on each side, obscuring some of the dots. Use the original
background colour of Permanent Alizarine and Pthalo Blue, and painting from right to left, gradually
add White and Permanent Alizarine. Diminish the blues as you get further towards the light
source. Add some yellow and white as you get further towards the light source (if you get green
here, you need to back off the blue). You’ll eventually have a band of “water” in the foreground,
and the sky in the background, with a diminished light source in the left third of the canvas.!

!

You can then add a row of lights on the water using a white/yellow/orangey colour. Remember to
reflect these vertically in the water.!

!
You can add roads with the same colour and using thin lines.!
!

TIP: At intersections, bump up the colour and add rows of dots.!

!
Sunset with Trees:!

!

This exercise is going to investigate shadows, and
how the light effects other elements in the painting.!

!

Start with white and a tiny bit of Cadmium Yellow
Medium and Permanent Alizarine. We’ll add a little
band from left to right. Add more Permanent
Alizarine and radiate outwards. Add more
Permanent Alizarine and French Ultramarine Blue
(and white), gradually eliminating the yellow all
together (avoiding green) and adding more French
Ultramarine Blue. A soft gradation across the sky.!

!
!

TIP: Before you do anything with a painting - ESTABLISH THE LIGHT! !

How do we decide what colour the trees should be? We look at the light! There will be a warm to
cool transition within each tree or group of trees as well.!

!

With your own paintings as a guide, develop your
line of trees. The trick is to make sure that the
colour works with the light. Decide what colour
predominates with your light. For example yellows,
reds or blues? Make sure this colour
predominates in your other elements.!

!

Mark used a mix of Permanent Alizarine, Cadmium
Yellow Medium and a tiny bit of French Ultramarine
Blue. You can add more yellow and pink to the
tops of the trees after this first layer dries. Add
more French Ultramarine Blue to this colour as you
go further out of the light source.!

!

In the grassed area at the bottom of the canvas
there is another transition from cool to warm (further away from the light source up to the shadow
of the treeline), mix Cadmium Yellow Medium, Permanent Alizarine, French Ultramarine Blue and
White.!

!
Add more Permanent Alizarine and Cadmium Yellow Medium toward the light source. !
!
Add more Cadmium Yellow Medium and White up to the shadow line in front of the treeline.!
!

For this shadow Mark mixed Cadmium Yellow Medium, Permanent Alizarine, French Ultramarine
Blue and White, and added extra French Ultramarine Blue to the bottom edge of the shadow line,
adding more French Ultramarine Blue as you come up the shadow and add more French
Ultramarine Blue up to the tree line (cooler here as in the direct shadow of the tree).!

!
!
!

TIP: Use the tip of the brush on its edge and feather it to create tufts of grass etc.!

To make the light appear to shine through the trees, you can paint the “holes”. Mark used White
and a tiny bit of Permanent Alizarine and Cadmium Yellow Medium, adding Permanent Alizarine
further away from the light source.!

!

TIP: Remember this is all part of the roughing in process, and can be changed and altered
whenever you want. It is only paint!!!!
!

!
Tree in Foreground:!
!

This tree has volume - it has highlights. Mark
mixed a highlight colour of Cadmium Yellow
Medium, Permanent Alizarine, French Ultramarine
Blue and White.!

!

Add White and Cadmium Yellow Medium to slowly
build the highlights. !

!

Add White plus yellow and Permanent Alizarine
closer to the light source. Add dots and sparkles
here and there.!

!

Mark adjusted the main shadow colour of the
foreground tree using a mixture of Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and Cadmium Yellow Medium
in the dark areas to reduce the blue in the shadow.!

!

He then explained how there will be lots of leaves
and branches going off in all different directions.
This means that the light will be reflecting all
different colours.!

!

He mixed up a bright blue to show the reflected
light (Pthalo Blue + White), and then orange for the
dying leaves adding the previous blue to show the
reflections again. He mixed a warm blue with
French Ultramarine Blue + White. There’ll be light
from the sun filtering through with reds and
oranges. Add variations to this with white and
yellow. You can use bright green for new shoots as
well.!

!
!

TIP: So how much colour is too much in
shadows? UP TO YOU!!!

Mark added with white and a very dry brush, rays to
mute the background and make everything a little
“indistinct”.!

!

Mark came back and added another row of
background trees behind the row of trees. Just to
show you can do whatever you like — it’s your painting!!

!

Mark added with white and a very dry brush, rays to mute the background and make everything a
little indistinct.!

!
Come back and suggest grass and deepen the shadows in the row of trees.!
!
He came back with a yellow glaze to make the painting really pop. !
!

Mark demonstrated in simple terms with the primary colours, a sunset. The transition from light
source radiating out is apparent in this simple diagram. !

!
Exercise:!
!

This is where you get to use your palette! Mix your colour so you can see the transitions on your
palette - it is your work space! Mix it right on your palette and it’s much easier than repairing it on
your canvas!!
!
Paint half your canvas, from an imaginary horizon line
up. Mix a pale colour using French Ultramarine Blue
+ White, and coming up the canvas blend in a
smooth gradation. Add more French Ultramarine
Blue & White with a tiny speck of Pthalo Blue and
blend and pull those colours together. Add even
more French Ultramarine Blue and Pthalo Blue and
come right up in a smooth blend of colour.!

!

Come back with a small brush, and using a (Default
Setting for Clouds) mix of French Ultramarine Blue, Burnt Umber and White, we add the shadows
for clouds. Take a lot of paint off your brush and use a cross hatch technique, softly to put your
shadows in. You can push these into the background by adding more White and sky colour (as
there is more sky between your eye and these
clouds, or atmospheric perspective).!

!

Add more White to this mix to build up volume
(3 or 4 incremental changes is enough with
clouds, trees etc).!

!

Use pure White strategically here and there to
add realism to your clouds.!

!
!

TIP: White tends to dry a little bit “blue”, so using neat white to make highlights on clouds
works well.!

Exercise:!

!

Now flip your canvas for another exercise and
pretend the time of the day has changed, (this
will be a separate painting) so the colours
we’ve used will be affected by that particular
light. The colours we’ve just used we’ll add
Permanent Alizarine to.!

!

So this time we’ll start with our French
Ultramarine Blue + White mix, and add a little
bit of Permanent Alizarine to that colour and
apply in a band. Add white to this colour and a
touch of Cadmium Yellow Medium, and add in
a smooth band above, and blend the two. !

!

Add more white and a touch of Cadmium
Yellow Medium again, and blend upwards.
Now add white (plus whatever pigment that’s
still in the brush) and blend upwards. !

!

Now add French Ultramarine Blue + White and a touch of Permanent Alizarine, and blend up, and
then add a touch of French Ultramarine Blue to that colour and then blend upward.!

!

The concept of Shovel, Rake, Broom was introduced, particularly with a gradation of colour
exercise. The “shovel” is grabbing and scooping up the colour, the “rake” is spreading it around,
and the “broom” smooths it out. It can be helpful to refer to this process when doing a gradation of
colour for example.!

!

This example has Permanent Alizarine predominating. So anything else added to this scene
needs to be tinted with Permanent Alizarine as well.!

!

We talked about how the “red” that appears in the sky at sunset, is actually the beginning of the
earth’s shadow on the atmosphere. As the day gets later this shadow will become bluer. You can
see the curve of the earth within this colour as well.!

!

So we’ll come back now and add some clouds. Use French Ultramarine Blue, Burnt Umber and
White, and add Permanent Alizarine to this mix.!

!

Add white and a tiny bit of Permanent Alizarine to build highlights along the top edges. Because
these clouds are in the shadow of the earth, they don’t have as many highlights or apparent
volume. They can actually appear quite flat. But if you want to add a little bit of dimension, add
more White and a tiny bit of Cadmium Yellow Medium to this Permanent Alizarine mix and add
more highlights.!

!

You can add a jet stream or some high cloud if you like (this will be still in the “sunlit” part of the
sky) - use the barest hints of Cadmium Yellow Medium, Permanent Alizarine and mainly white and
add some of these.!

!

TIP: Come back with a clean brush if your gradation is a little “rough” and blend smoothly
to improve your gradations smoothness if you need to.!

!

TIP: If your colour’s too strong - don’t add white to it! Start again otherwise you’ll add piles
and piles of white!!!

!
A Bit of Brush Theory:!
!
There are three functions that affect the marks you can make with your particular brush.:!
!
•
•
•

!

Amount of paint on your brush!
Amount of medium on your brush!
Pressure you apply!

Test this theory with all your brushes, to KNOW YOUR BRUSHES!! When you understand your
paintbrushes, you can get them to do what you want. There is only one way to gain this
knowledge - time on your brushes.!

!
Exercise - Sunrise:!
!
We’re just going to use 3 colours (+ white) for this exercise:!
!
Cadmium Yellow Light!
Permanent Alizarine!
Pthalo Blue!
Titanium White!

!

Start with pure white at the light source. Add Cadmium Yellow Light as you start to radiate out and
away from the light source. Then start adding Permanent Alizarine, more Cadmium Yellow Light
and white, so tonally it’s similar however it’s gradating through the spectrum. Add more Permanent
Alizarine and a little less Cadmium Yellow Light.!

!

Then add more Permanent Alizarine and a tiny bit of Pthalo Blue. If you get green here, bail out!
You’ve got too much yellow on your brush if that happens.!

!

Then add more Pthalo Blue to this mix of Permanent Alizarine and White, and continue outwards to
the edge (this colour will be a warmish purple colour).!
!

!

Up to this point we’ve been dealing pretty much in reality. To make the painting really
yours, you use your conceptual skills. When you have mastered your perception skills and
physical skills, your conceptual skills make it yours. You get to play and test the theories.!

!
!
!

Day 2.!

!

We’ll be doing a practise canvas as well as
the real canvas today. We’ll be painting a
moody tropical sunrise over a tropical beach,
with casuarina leaves/trees etc.!

!

We’ll be doing a gradation of the sky, water
and sand, and investigate the colour of the
water, sand, leaves and grass close to and
further away from the light source.!

!

We’re going to add some highlights of colour
through the backs of the waves. !

!

TIP: Have a practise canvas next to your “real” painting. Athletes practise hundreds/
thousands of times before competing in events - yet we expect to be world leaders with
every painting we do! Practise!!

!

TIP: Clean your brushes regularly to keep the colour pure!!

!

Starting with the purples at the furthest
point and heading towards the light
source, we use:!

!
•
•
•
•
•

!

Pthalo Blue!
Permanent Alizarine!
Cadmium Yellow Light!
Cadmium Yellow Medium!
White!

Mix Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and
White and start from the right hand corner
(light source is on the left).!

!
Add more Permanent Alizarine as you come across to the left.!
!
Add Cadmium Yellow Light coming further across to the left.!
!

Add more Cadmium Yellow Light coming further across to the left, and start to “shape” the area
around the light source.!

!

Clean your brush completely and add more Permanent Alizarine, Cadmium Yellow Light and White,
making a little edge for the clods.!

!

Add White and Cadmium Yellow Light (there’s still a teensy bit of Permanent Alizarine) and come
further across.!

!
Add White and Cadmium Yellow Light and come further across.!
!
Add pure White as you come into and shape the light source.!
!
This is a practise, and designed to give you a feel for the paint.!
!
!

TIP: On a hot day, working with acrylics, you can soak the back of your canvas, and use as
big a brush as you can to get the paint down fast. Use an appropriate size brush!!!
Sand areas:!

!

!

Sand is reflective and will respond to the colours in the sky. Wet sand is more reflective than dry
sand. We can use this knowledge when we mix the sand colours.!

!

Using our darkest sky colour, a mix of Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and White, add a little bit
of Cadmium Yellow Medium to make it go brown. (more red than blue, otherwise you will get
green!). If it’s going green, use the Napthol Red instead of the Permanent Alizarine.!

!
Paint this colour in the wet sand, the furthest point from the light source.!
!

Add Cadmium Yellow Medium and Permanent Alizarine and paint this band towards the light, also
adding this colour further towards the foreground (to represent the drying sand).!

!

Add more Cadmium Yellow Medium , Alizarine and White and keep painting towards the light
source, adding this colour to create the dry sand as well.!

!

Repeat this process, towards the light source add Cadmium Yellow Medium, White and Permanent
Alizarine (but use less Permanent Alizarine).!

!

You can then move away fro the light to the cooler shadows in the foreground, and use the original
darker sand colour mix of Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and White + small amount of Cadmium
Yellow Medium (same as before). Add more Pthalo Blue as these shadows are cooler and are
furthest away from the light.!

!

Block in your highlights with the lighter sand colour.!
!

!
!
!

!
!

Altering your elements:!

!

The process of painting is quite elastic this means you can come back and
change things later if you don’t like
them. !

!

With this in mind, we added more
contrast to the area furthest from the
light source - blue-ify’d it! He used the
original sky colour of Permanent
Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and White and
added a little more Pthalo Blue to this
mix, reflecting it down onto the water
and bringing it along the horizon line.!

!

This colour was also added to the
shadow areas in the dunes in the foreground as they are far away from the lights source and
therefore appear cool.!

!

Then, using dry brush technique, we mixed the orange sky colour again to alter the colour of the
sand. On the areas in front of the light source and coming down the canvas to the sand dunes,
this colour (Permanent Alizarine, Cadmium Yellow Light and White) was painted horizontally across
the water to start to create the impression of waves, and in the wet and drying sand to create a flat
plane leading up to the sand dunes. !

!

We used the tip of the brush back and forth to form “footprints” high spots in the sand using this
same colour, and to start shaping a “pathway” through the dunes.!

!
We added highlights with this orange colour to start forming the high spots in the sand dunes.!
!
Forming Waves:!
!
Start to create the faces of your
waves furthest from the light
source using a mixture of
Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue
and White (a little bit darker purple
as the sky above the water). Your
painting will guide you to a degree
as to where these little waves will
be. !

!

Make some lines, bearing in mind
the warm to cool principle, and
add Permanent Alizarine and
Cadmium Yellow Light as you get
closer to the light source. It’s ok if
there’s a bit of green here, as it’s
water!!

!

Use narrower lines towards the foreground, and thicker lines towards the horizon. They can be
broken lines, roughly parallel.!

!

Use thin, narrow lines to create tiny wavelets along the waters edge. A watercolour liner brush is
really handy here.!

!

Come back now with pure white and add a patch of white to the very centre of the light source.
Reflect this light in thin white lines along the horizon line and downwards in front of the light source.!

!

TIP: To create “chop”, make your lines a little broken. To create the impression of smooth,
calm water, use smooth lines.!

!

To add highlights to the backs of your waves (or to create flat spots in the water), use the relevant
sky colour. (For example add a peach highlight to the back of your red-dish wave faces).!

!
There will be a back and forth with this process! Keep to the warm to cool process.!
!
Forming Dunes:!
!

Create a reddy-greeny-browny colour using Permanent Alizarine, Pthalo Blue and Cadmium Yellow
Light (and White), but using more yellow, start to shape the spinifex grass on the dunes. Use wet
paint and beat your paintbrush up a bit so that the bristles splay outwards. Then use a light touch
and softly paint the grass.!

!

Add more Permanent Alizarine and
Cadmium Yellow Light to this mix
and use this colour to shape the
grass closest to the light source.
Also use this colour for highlights
on the spinifex grass furthest away
from the light.!

!

Repeat this process, but add more
White to this mix and add
highlights to the spinifex grass on
the left and the right. The spinifex
on the right is cooler because it’s
further away from the light - but not
all of it is cooler. Here and there it
will be warmer etc.!

!

Use the mid-sky colour (orange) to create highlights on the side of the grass here and there, and to
get rid of any “blobby” grass. Use this colour, Burnt Umber, and the rolly-brush refraction
technique to create tendrils and runners over the dunes.!

!

Come back with thinned Burnt Umber and paint in more runners and tendrils. You can use this
Burnt Umber mix on a very dry brush and paint the transition line between the waters edge and the
wet sand too.!

!

TIP: Build up your highlights incrementally. It’s better to repeat the process a few times
than crash and burn the first time because you went in too hard.!

Tree:!

!

!

Add your casuarina trunk and branch shapes using a mixture of Dioxazine Purple and Burnt
Umber, thinned. Use the rolly-brush technique again to create a trunk and branches that look
natural. Use this colour for branches pointing away from the light.!

!

Add Permanent Alizarine and Cadmium Yellow Medium to this colour and paint in the branches
leaning towards the light source.!

!

Use the mid-sky orange to add
highlights down the outside of
the trunk and the “light-source”
side of the branches. Also add
this colour here and there to
the branches here and there,
which makes them look like
they are twisting and turning.!

!
Tree Shadow:!
!

Mix a purple colour with
Permanent Alizarine and
Pthalo Blue (tending more
blue), and thinned. Use thick &
thin lines to show the sand
dune undulations.!

!

Tree Leaves:!
!
Mix Pthalo Blue, Permanent
Alizarine and Cadmium Yellow
Medium to get a dark greenygrey purple colour and paint in
the leaves (use a similar
technique to the dune grass,
but paint from the branch
flicking outwards).!

!

Add Permanent Alizarine and
Cadmium Yellow Medium and
White for the leaves on the
light-source side of the tree,
and a few on the “darker” side.!

!

Add more Cadmium Yellow
Medium and White to this
colour and add another
highlight to the light-source side
of the tree trunk and branches, and a few more leaves here and there. Finito!!

!
!
Please email us if you need any further help with your paintings at frankiesharman@bigpond.com.!
!
!
Observation Exercise:!
!
The cat sat on !
on the mat x !

!

The human brain does not need to see every single detail to put the picture together. This is good
and bad for us as artists. You don’t have to put all the information in as the viewer’s brain puts it all
together. This can be bad for us, because if we don’t actually see all the information, we can’t
decide what we can put in. We need to train our perception to pick up all the nuance, and then
decide what we do and don’t need.!

!

Overhead In Class:
“It’s not as complicated as you might think, as long as you don’t
make it complicated!”
“Well, that is extraordinarily blue!”
“It’s not called indecision, it’s part of the creative process. It’s
only indecision when normal people do it.”
“AVOID THE HOVERING BLOBS”
“It’s like Mr Squiggle”

!

thank you to everyone for another
top weekend in Woolgoolga!
!
!

For support material about what you learnt on the weekend, check out these
pages:

!

www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/ocean-landscapes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-clouds.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/color-mixing-guide.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/perspective-in-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-water.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/painting-waves.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/gradation.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/brush-technique.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/acrylic-glazing.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-clouds.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/landscape-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/shadow-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/sunset-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/skyscapes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-trees.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/AA007SSDefaultSettings.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/default-settings-trees.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/Acrylics_Anonymous-acrylics-anonymous-019.html

!
!

Please subscribe to our free monthly ezine Acrylics Anonymous if you
haven’t already done so!!!

!
!

and check out these video clips! (subscribe to our Youtube
channel for all the latest clips):

!
!

How To Paint A Sunset - Paint Recipes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppP8tqkZJSw

!

Sunset Painting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51fpxO_dlOY

!

Sunset Painting - Gradation Warm Through Cools:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNJkgJROfpQ

!

Brush Technique:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icWYYJHJFVc

!

How To Paint Shadows:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDut2Tma1QU

!

How To Paint Landscapes - Light Effects:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2_JSb9iJVY

!
!

!
!
!
!

Painting Waves - Perspective in Whitewash:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDvlwo_e9JI

!

How To Paint Tropical Water - Paint Recipes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vH8xAeu6njY

!

How to Paint Water - Refraction:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzCGPAUXJOg

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Shadows in Waves:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfIAtF-0UoM

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Reflections in Whitewash:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUDJHY9h9fA

!

Acrylic Painting Tips - Colour Matching:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5gzJuX8EEU

my darling
lemon thyme
1/2 tsp baking power
1/4 tsp salt
2/3 cup butter, softened
3/4 cup sugar
1 egg
3 tsp minced fresh lemon thyme
2tbls grated lemon zest **
1 tsp fresh lemon juice
add the egg, lemon thyme, lemon zest and juice.
over mix!
fork and sprinkle with sugar. Bake for a short time
in 180 degrees oven.
**if available use lime zest and lime juice as well as the
lemon

enjoy! xo

